
SEDGWICK TAKES THE WIN BUT SMITH IS 

CHAMPION 

Round 9 the Doble Motorcycles 200 and the final round of the second Vertex              

Stock Car Cup was held on the oval at Homestead, Miami. With just 4 points               

separating Alex Sedgwick and Aaron Smith at the top of the championship,            

then just 26 points splitting Smith and Bryan Crauwels, there was still            

everything to play for. 

Smith had just one goal, to outscore Sedgwick and take the overall            

championship, with Sedgwick the pro-driver not eligible to win the overall           

championship. 

Fourteen drivers took to the track for the five-minute qualifying session and at             

the end, it was Sedgwick on pole, Adrian Birk second, Alaister Topley third             

and Mikey Doble rounding out the two front rows. 

Further back, championship contenders, Smith was down in fourteenth,         

Crauwels seventh and current champion, Connor Mills in sixth. 

If Smith was going to achieve his objective of the overall top points scorer, he               

would need to score all the extra championship points available for the most             

positions gained, fastest lap and leading a lap. A calculated fourteenth place            

in Qualifying put him in the ideal position to go for the most positions gained               

points. 

At the front, Sedgwick led the field to the restart zone side by side to get the                 

132 lap final race underway. A good start saw him take the lead with Topley               

jumping Birks for second. Sedgwick immediately started to run the top line,            

clearly mindful of the need to save his tyres which had a predicted ten-lap life               

before their performance was expected to drop off. 

With only two green flag laps completed, the first caution came out when             

Guilliame Hesnault moved up into Jack Mace, spinning both cars as they            



exited the corner. Meanwhile, from the back of the pack, Smith had already             

made up two places but, with the caution, out he pitted for more fuel,              

alongside Hesnault and Mace pitting to repair their damage. He rejoined in            

twelfth, ahead of both Hesnault and Mace. 

The pace car lights went out on lap 7 and Sedgwick again brought the field to                

the restart, the only driver still in his original starting position. Now in second              

place, Topley immediately set off in pursuit of Sedgwick. 

Lap 13, Topley was on the rear bumper of Sedgwick and the pair had pulled a                

one-second gap over third-place runner, Birk. The pair continued to battle           

until on lap 19 the second caution came out when Tolsma made contact with              

Doble, then collecting Hesnault, Mace and Mills. 

With the caution out the field pitted for tyres and fuel. The race off pit lane was                 

won by Mace, ahead of Sedgwick, Birks and Topley. However, Mace did not             

hold on to the lead as he had to re-pit to serve a penalty for speeding in the                  

pits. As the field lined up for the restart behind Sedgwick, all eyes were on               

Smith who had moved up ten places and was now in fourth place at the restart. 

Lap 23, again Sedgwick led from the restart but Topley was right on his tail               

and the two battled side by side, with Sedgwick being forced to run the high               

line. The battle continued for a further seven laps until finally, Topley got a              

stronger run on the inside as Sedgwick was slowed by Hesnault as he went to               

lap him. 

As the laps ticked off, Topley maintained the lead as Sedgwick slowly started             

to slip backwards as his tyres started to go off. In third place, as the fortieth                

lap was completed, the quickest car on the track was Doble who then closed              

the gap and passed both Sedgwick and Topley to take the lead of the race on                

the 100th lap. Sedgwick’s woes continued and with tyres clearly past their            

best, he slipped down to fifth place. 

Lap 55, the first green flag pit stops started with both Geoff Hooper and Justin               

Naaijer both pitting for fuel and tyres. Then the following lap, race leader             



Topley pitted, followed one lap later by Sedgwick and Birks. Race leader            

Doble stayed out and Smith moved up to third behind Mills in second. 

Lap 59, Doble pitted for new tyres losing the race lead which was picked up by                

Tolsma who was still on old tyres, but a good pit stop saw him rejoin in fourth. 

Now on new tyres, Sedgwick quickly passed Doble and moved into third place             

but, at the front, Tolsma had a 12 second lead ahead of the hard-charging              

Topley, now on new tyres. 

With new tyres, Topley was the quickest car on the circuit and soon caught              

Tolsma. Finally, on lap 62, Tolsma pitted for tyres, promoting Topley to the             

lead, three seconds ahead of Sedgwick in second. 

With the continuous green flag running, Doble caught Sedgwick as his car was             

clearly stronger on long runs and, when Sedgwick was blocked by Naaijer as             

he went to lap him, he took the place. The strong pace then enabled him to get                 

within three seconds of the race leader Topley and build a similar gap to              

Sedgwick. 

With 52 laps to go, the third caution came out when Crauwels hit the wall after                

being tagged by Naaijer. Immediately, all the frontrunners hit pit lane for fuel             

and tyres. 

Topley won the race off pit lane ahead of Sedgwick and Doble, Birks and              

Smith. Topley led the field to the restart but spun his rear tyres, allowing              

Sedgwick to get alongside him. Two laps passed with the two-door to door,             

until Sedgwick finally got a stronger drive on the inside and retook the lead on               

lap 88. Topley then immediately retook the lead before Sedgwick took it back             

again on lap 91! As the hundredth lap was completed, Topley and Sedgwick             

were both locked together, but it was third place Doble who was the fastest              

car on the circuit. 



Lap 111, Smith pitted under green flag conditions for new tyres from eighth,             

rejoining back in ninth place, just before the fourth caution came out on lap              

114. 

Already on new tyres, Smith stayed out as he was a lap down on the leaders                

when the leaders pitted for tyres and fuel. The race off pit lane was won by                

Sedgwick from Topley, Birks, Doble, Mills, Crauwels and Hill. 

Whilst still under the caution, Smith decided to pit for two right-hand tyres             

which dropped him down to ninth, but still on the lead lap, with just thirteen               

laps to go. At the restart, Sedgwick held the lead from Topley who then went               

three-wide with Birks and Doble. 

With seven laps to go, Tolsma made contact with Birks before hitting the wall              

and bringing out another caution. At the front, Sedgwick and Topley look like             

they were pitting but at the last minute, they both swerved back on to the track                

and stayed out on old tyres. 

Behind, Smith again hit pit lane for tyres and rejoined in 8th place. With three               

laps to go, Sedgwick led the field to the restart. Behind, Topley and Doble              

went side by side and, in the heat of the battle, Topley moved down on Doble                

putting Doble onto two wheels and nearly taking both cars out of the race. In               

the commotion, Mills was able to slip past the two recovering cars into second              

place. 

As the cars entered the final lap, Tolsma hit Hesnault, spinning Hesnault and             

bringing out a caution. The race now moved into a green-white chequered            

finish. 

Sedgwick maintained the strong starts which he had executed throughout the           

race but, before the lap could be completed, the caution was out again when              

Mills and Birks made contact behind him. 

The second attempt at a green-white chequered finish saw Sedgwick lead the            

field into the restart zone in single file. Another strong start saw Sedgwick             



hold the lead and, as the white flag came out, Topley was on his bumper. A                

last corner attack by Topley was blocked by Sedgwick and he took a             

well-deserved win, by 0.174 seconds 

In fifth place, Smith crossed the line to take the championship from Bryan 
Crauwels and Connor Mills. 


